BOARD DIRECTOR CANDIDATES
TWO-YEAR TERM (2020 - 2022)
Daphne Gilbert, Ottawa
Daphne Gilbert specializes in teaching criminal and
constitutional law, including courses in Criminal Law and
Procedure, American Constitutional Law, and Advanced
Sexual Assault law. She also teaches a course on
Animals and the Law.
Her research interests lie primarily in the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, with a particular emphasis on
equality rights, reproductive rights, Medical Assistance in
Dying (MAID) and sexual violence. Her most recent work
considers the impact of physician and institutional conscience protections on
access to MAID and abortion in Canada. She is President of the Board of
“Women Help Women”, an international abortion service provider and a
Board member of International Planned Parenthood Federation Canada.
Roslyn Goldner, Vancouver
Roslyn Goldner is an experienced lawyer who has
worked for over 25 years in the areas of administrative,
employment and labour law. In her role as counsel
Roslyn has advised clients in the private and public
sector on matters related to Board governance. As a
practicing lawyer she also maintained a workplace
investigation practice conducting investigations in
unionized and non-unionized environments.
Roslyn obtained her law degree from the University of British Columbia and,
after clerking at the Court of Appeal, was called to the bar in 1993. Prior to
attending law school Roslyn was a registered nurse working primarily in
psychiatry and critical care in British Columbia and California.
For the past 15 years Roslyn has acted as external counsel to the Faculty of
Medicine at the University of British Columbia and currently holds an
appointment as Director, Office of Professionalism, Faculty of Medicine.
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Wayne Cochrane, Halifax
Wayne Cochrane, QC, is a lawyer with more than 35
years of experience relating to health care law.
He served for many years as legal counsel to Nova
Scotia’s Minister of Health, as well as to various
hospitals, including two university teaching hospitals.
The first chair of the Provincial Appeal Board (with
jurisdiction over all physicians with privileges in
hospitals), he was an administrative law judge for over
20 years. He has also appeared as legal counsel before courts and tribunals
on health care matters, including judicial inquiries into unexpected deaths in
hospitals.
A former member of the Advisory Committee for Seniors and the Law, and of
the Ethics Committee of the Barristers’’ Society, he has trained adjudicators
provincially and nationally, and began teaching health law at the graduate
school level in 1983. Designated Queen’s Counsel in 1991, he received
teaching awards from Dalhousie University in 1993 and 2008.
His work in development and adoption of healthcare legislation in Nova
Scotia and elsewhere in Canada has included organ transplantation,
guardianship, and professional regulation.
The former President of the Nova Scotia Medical-Legal Society, he has been
in private practice since 2017, principally serving hospital and professional
regulatory bodies, and provincial and municipal governments on various
matters.
His interests in health law include professional discipline, confidentiality,
governance, and consent to treatment. With respect to the latter, he has
advised hospitals in the development of consent by-laws and policies,
including children, the mentally disordered, and death and dying.
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RENEWING BOARD DIRECTORS
TWO-YEAR TERM (2020-2022)
Dr. Chantal Perrot, Toronto
Dr. Chantal Perrot, AB, MD, CCFP, FCFP, CGPP, is a
family physician and psychotherapist in Toronto.
She received an A.B. in History from Brown University,
and then graduated from the University of Toronto
Faculty of Medicine in 1985. She completed a family
medicine residency at Mount Sinai Hospital, also in
Toronto.
Chantal has been active in choice in health care for over four decades, and
has been providing MAID assessments and procedures to patients since July
2016.
She is a member of CAMAP (Canadian Association of MAiD Assessors and
Providers), and is Chair of the Board of MAiDHouse.
Fancy Poitras, North Vancouver
Fancy C. Poitras has been a member and volunteer with
Dying with Dignity Canada since 2011. In 2016, she
started volunteering as a Chapter Administrator with
the Vancouver Chapter.
Fancy works in public policy and is currently employed
by the First Nations Health Authority as a Manager,
Strategic Policy. Among her portfolios, she was the
policy lead for Palliative and End-of-Life Care and
Medical Assistance in Dying. Previously, she worked as a policy analyst with
the Government of Canada in Ottawa, at Employment and Social
Development Canada, and Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. She has
a Master’s degree in Public Policy and a Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Social
Policy Issues from Simon Fraser University, and a Bachelor of Arts in Political
Science from University of Alberta.
In May 2020, Fancy was appointed to the Board of Directors for the Camp
Kerry Society, an organization serving children, youth, individuals & families
impacted by life-threatening illness, grief & loss.
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She is a member of Mikisew Cree First Nation, Treaty 8 territory, and she
grew up primarily in the Northwest Territories.

CONTINUING BOARD DIRECTORS
TWO-YEAR TERM (2019-2021)
Bev Heim-Myers, Burlington
Bev is the Chair of the Canadian Coalition for Genetic
Fairness and has worked with key stakeholders to see
the Genetic Non-Discrimination Act (GNDA) passed into
law in 2017, ensuring that the genetic test information
of all Canadians is protected. Bev remains an active
member of the Governing Council of the Neurological
Health Charities of Canada (NHCC) and serves as a
director on the board of Clinical Trials Ontario (CTO).
Bev joined the Huntington Society of Canada in 2010 as Chief Executive
Officer. Following a period of retirement, she currently acts as their interim
CEO. Bev was an Executive member of the Board of the International
Huntington Association (IHA) acting as Vice President. Bev was also a
founding member of HD-COPE – a globally coordinated knowledge sharing
mechanism to ensure the HD Community voice is shared, in a timely
manner, with regulators, industry and researchers.
In 2015 Bev received the Health Charities Coalition of Canada Award of
Distinction in recognition of leadership and outstanding support to the
charitable health sector.
In 2016 Bev received the American Society of Human Genetics, Advocacy
Award, together with Senator James Cowan. This award is in recognition of
facilitating public awareness of genetics issues and for work done to move
the protection of genetic test information forward in Canada.
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Eva Kmiecic, Val-Des-Monts
Eva’s career has spanned three decades, two
continents, and executive positions in both the public
and non-profit sectors, including Deputy Commissioner
of the RCMP, Vice President of the Public Policy Forum,
Assistant Secretary for the Australian Department of
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, Registrar of Canadian
Citizenship, and work on various social policy and
criminal justice initiatives. Throughout, she has been
an active volunteer serving on both national and
community organizations, with a primary focus on governance, strategy, and
public policy.
Eva co-founded the Ottawa Chapter of DWDC and served as its
Secretary.After a two-year battle with cancer, Eva Kmiecic retired from
United Way Centraide Canada, where she had served for ten years as its
Senior Vice President. Currently, she is Vice-President of LGT Executive
Performance Inc., a firm she co-owns with her husband, Paul Migus.
Jim Cowan, Halifax
James Cowan is a veteran lawyer and retired senator
from Nova Scotia.
A native and resident of Halifax he is a graduate in
Arts and Law from Dalhousie University and holds a
Masters in Law from the London School of Economics.
From 1967 to 2020 he practiced law in Halifax as a
partner at Stewart McKelvey the largest law firm in
Atlantic Canada. In 1983 he was appointed Queens
Counsel.
For many years Senator Cowan was actively engaged in the life of Dalhousie
University, serving as a member of the University’s Board of Governors and
chairing a wide array of committees. From 2000 to 2008, he served as Chair
of the Board. in 2009 Dalhousie awarded him the degree of Doctor of Laws
(Honoris Causa). In 2019 he received the Order of Canada.
Senator Cowan was appointed on the recommendation of Prime Minister Paul
Martin on March 24, 2005. He served as Leader of the Opposition from 2008
to 2014. Add last sentence. Senator Cowan retired from the Senate in
January of 2017. While a senator, he sat as a member of Parliament's
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Special Joint Parliamentary Committee on Physician-Assisted Dying and
tabled legislation to prohibit and prevent genetic discrimination by employers
and insurers. In addition, he proposed legislation that would establish a
Canadian Commission on Mental Health and Justice to address the criminal
justice system’s approach to persons suffering from mental illness.

Jonathan Reggler, Courtenay
Dr. Jonathan Reggler is a family physician in
Courtenay, B.C., on Vancouver Island. He studied
medicine at the University of Cambridge in the United
Kingdom, graduating in 1984 and then spent eight
years in the British Army prior to entering general
practice in southern England. He emigrated to Canada
in 2003
He combines hospital with office practice. His office
practice is deliberately skewed towards the care of
seniors and he thus also provides a lot of palliative care.
Dr. Reggler served on the Ethics Committee of St. Joseph’s General Hospital
in Comox, B.C. for many years, resigning from the committee in 2016
because of that hospital’s prohibition on medically assisted deaths.

Ryan A. Webster, Toronto
Ryan A. Webster, CPA, CA, is an experienced finance and
healthcare leader with a demonstrated history within
Hospital, Long-Term Care, Community Care, Research
and Innovation settings.
Ryan currently holds two Director positions within
Baycrest Health Sciences, a global leader in aging and
brain health with over 100 years of excellence in care
and research. He is a Director and founding contributor
to the first of its kind Centre for Aging + Brain Health Innovation (CABHI),
Canada’s premier solution accelerator dedicated to driving innovation in the
aging and brain health sector - with a targeted focus on dementia. He is also
a Director at the Rotman Research Institute (RRI), one of the world’s most
acclaimed research centres for the study of human brain function.
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Ryan studied at Nipissing University where he obtained his Bachelor of
Business Administration with Honours in 2009. Following graduation, he
articled with BDO Canada LLP to acquire his letters. In 2012 he became a
Chartered Accountant through the Chartered Professional Accountants of
Canada, where he subsequently received a Certificate in Master
Controllership.
Ryan has also studied Value Based Healthcare Delivery through Harvard’s
Business School and Performance Measurement and Nonprofit Leadership
through Harvard’s Kennedy School.

Sherry Moran, Ottawa
Sherry is a retired lawyer and federal government
executive with extensive experience in developing
policy and legislation while working collaboratively with
a variety of stakeholders. She has significant
experience in developing and strengthening
governance frameworks, both in government and
through her work on Boards in the non-profit and
charitable sector. Sherry is also proficient in advocating
for change in government policy, laws, and
regulations.
Sherry is a volunteer advocate with Results Canada’s Ottawa chapter which
works to ensure the Canadian government provides the leadership and
funding necessary to end global poverty, mitigate or wipe out disease, and
guarantee access to education. As a volunteer selector with CUSO
International, Sherry is part of an assessment team that evaluates
candidates in terms of their suitability for CUSO’s overseas programs. In
advocating for an increase in Canadian international assistance, Sherry has
had letters to the editor and op-eds published in newspapers across the
country.

Susan Desjardins, Ottawa
Susan Desjardins is a retired human resources
professional with experience in leadership development,
organizational change management, talent
development, and recruitment and compensation. She is
the co-founder and current Chair of the Ottawa chapter
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of Dying With Dignity Canada (DWDC).
Susan received a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Anthropology from McGill
University and her Master of Arts in International Studies from Carleton
University. She holds an MBA from the University of Ottawa. She previously
worked for Save the Children Canada before transitioning to a career in
human resources at a large telecommunications company. In her role with
DWDC, Susan has delivered presentations on access to medical assistance in
dying (MAID), liaised with a number of influential community stakeholders in
the Ottawa area, and recruited and trained volunteers while fostering
relationships with supporters.
Susan also co-founded a small green energy non-profit, EcoEnergy Ottawa,
focused on promoting use of green energy innovations in the Ottawa area.
Her role included the development of funding proposals and supporting
volunteer efforts. Susan brings her volunteer knowledge to the Board table
to strengthen relations with key partners including DWDC chapters across
the country.

RETIRING BOARD DIRECTORS
Bradley Peter, Edmonton
Bradley Peter is a freshwater biologist in Edmonton.
In 2009, Bradley watched his grandma die of cancer.
Through this experience, Bradley recognized that
many Canadians were experiencing prolonged deaths
that failed to reflect their life values. In 2012, Bradley
helped form the Edmonton chapter of Dying with
Dignity Canada.
Since then, Bradley has been conducting education and
advocacy on the need for physician assisted dying through media interviews,
public debates, lectures and rallies. Bradley hopes that his efforts will
increase end-of-life options in Canada, improve palliative care and ultimately
provide peace of mind to individuals experiencing enduring suffering.
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Dr. Derryck Smith, Vancouver
Dr. Derryck Smith is a Vancouver-based psychiatrist.
He is a Past President of the BC Medical Association
and a past board member of the Canadian Medical
Association.
Dr. Smith is a Clinical Professor Emeritus with the
Department of Psychiatry and is active in clinical
teaching of medical students and residents. He is a
past president of the Medical Legal Society and was
Chair of the Board for the Greater Vancouver Mental
Health Services Society. Dr. Smith provided an affidavit in support of
legalizing medically assisted dying in the recent Gloria Taylor case in BC.

Dr. Isser Dubinsky, Toronto
Dr. Isser Dubinsky is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Family Medicine at the University of
Toronto, and a Senior Fellow at the Institute of Health
Policy, Management, and Evaluation at the University of
Toronto.
Dr. Dubinsky served as an Associate Director of Hay
Group Health Care Consulting from 2004-2016, prior to
which he was Chief of the Department of Emergency
Medicine at University Health Network. Prior to this he was Chief of
Emergency Medicine at North York General Hospital, one of Canada’s busiest
emergency departments.
He was member of the Medical Advisory Committee of both North York
General Hospital and the University Health Network, Chair of the Medical
Advisory Committee and member of the Board of North York General
Hospital, Program Director of the Emergency Medicine program at North York
General Hospital, and a member of the Hospital Executive at both the
Toronto Western and North York General Hospitals.
Following graduation from medical school he had a range of experiences
from performing mission work in rural hospitals in Africa to working in small
community hospitals in Canada.
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